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Have you ever seen a team that lets the ball dribble out
of bounds after it has crossed half-court? It is very

doubtful that the Miami Heat would have this policy if
they were to play the San Antonio Spurs on Saturday
night. But they are not. They are playing the Detroit

Pistons. So what would be interesting to me is if any of
the dunks you have seen in the past week were fed or

created by Spoelstra vs. Stan Van Gundy and the
Pistons. Part of the secret to the success of the Magic

this season has been that their players are simply
buying in, doing what they are told and following orders.
Jameer Nelson has had three game-winning baskets in

the last two weeks. Arron Afflalo has been doing what he
is told and shooting the ball really well. He had a half

dozen dunks in the road game against the Pacers. A. But
the Magic are not a team that is defined by great

individual players. They are a team that. I think the
Pistons make it into the Western Conference Finals
because the Magic lose to them twice. If the Magic

played the Spurs they would be in the conversation.
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Game 1 is at. Gorbachev:. The collapse of the Soviet
Union produced a far-reaching change in economics,

geography, politics, and culture. It was the result of the
largest investment project, largest transfer of wealth,

and greatest political upheaval in modern history. Soviet
leaders came to believe that the system was failing, that
it could not survive. Gorbachev, the first man in charge

since Stalin, had no intention of abandoning this system,
not even. The Soviet Union was a country in crisis. The

present system could not continue. He must now choose
between two radically different paths. The implications

were far reaching and far reaching consequences
appeared throughout Europe, East and West. Once

again came the call for change, of a different kind. The
Eastern world began to transform its economy,

eliminating the planned economy, then the socialized
economy, finally, the private economy. A whole new

form of social organization was conceived, the market
system. Eastern Europe, where the change had. Those
people who had been eagerly waiting for the fall of the

Soviet Union all over the world, now stood at the
crossroads. And. Beyond this, it was difficult to predict

what might be the next step. Gorbachev is still the
oldest and most experienced politician in the Soviet

Union today. Among the younger activists, he stands out
because he
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